Read before use

Direct Drive Turntable System
Model No. SL-1200GR / SL-1210GR

■ Make connection to the PHONO terminals and AC IN terminal before setting up or installing the player.

Connecting to the PHONO terminals and AC IN terminal
① Take out the player from the package, attach the "FRONT cushioning" and place the player with its front side down so that you can make connection to the PHONO terminals and AC IN terminal on the back side.
② Connect the supplied PHONO cable (product number: K2KYYYY00257), PHONO earth lead (product number: K4EY1YY00160), and AC mains lead (product number: K2CT3YY00081).

Attention
Be careful not to tip over the player.

Before fitting the turntable ("Before fitting the turntable" on page 15)
There is a magnet and its cover on the back side of the turntable.
Remove the magnet cover before fitting to the main unit.

Attention
• Keep any magnetic-sensitive object such as a magnetic card and watch away from the magnet.
• Prevent the turntable from hitting the main unit or falling off.
• Prevent dust or iron powder from adhering to the magnet on the back side.
• Do not touch the fixing screws (three locations) of the turntable.
The rating performance cannot be guaranteed if they are out of position.